
 

Over the next few months the CPGA Golf Professionals at Storey Creek will be helping you improve your 
golf technique with a series of instruction articles targeting different parts of your game. We hope you 

enjoy your golf more than ever this year!  

For private or group instruction call the Pro Shop 250.923.3673 or visit www.storeycreek.bc.ca 

Consistency 

Every day Golf Pro’s are asked to create consistency in their students games. Golfers of all abilities enjoy 
fantastic shots from time to time. Golfers that shoot higher scores just hit some very poor ones too. If you 

watch a good golfer play, you’ll see that they also hit poor shots, it’s just that their poor shots don’t get 
them in as much trouble. Usually this is down to a more refined, repeatable swing.  

As a newcomer, or someone that doesn’t have a lot of spare time to really work on your game, you’ll likely 
be unable to feel the technique differences between your good shots and poor ones. If this is the case it 

becomes very difficult to stop hitting the poor ones or continue hitting the good ones. 

As a CPGA Professional Instructor I would (of course) recommend taking golf lessons. A critical part of a 
golf lesson isn’t only about changing poor technique, but leaving a golf lesson with a sound understanding 

as to why it happens. If you hit a poor shot several weeks later on a golf course, you’ll understand why it 
happened, and better yet, know what caused it and how not to repeat it. Possibly no frustration felt at all 

on the golf course that day! Is that even possible?! 

Without seeing each reader’s individual golf swings, those that suffer the most inconsistency are likely 
those with the most moving parts in their golf swings. To rectify this, keep your head absolutely still 

throughout the swing. Limiting the moving parts will create a more repeatable swing. 

 One of my favourite swings on tour is Louis Oosthuizen. See the swing sequence below. From a small 
frame, he creates a tremendously efficient, repeatable move while hardly moving his head. 

http://www.storeycreek.bc.ca


To practice keeping your head still throughout your swing, get in to your golf posture and lean your 
forehead against a door jamb. Place your hands on reverse shoulders and tilt/turn your chest as you would 
in a back swing. Repeat for your down and through swing. Your head should not move until your body is 

well through impact. This drill also teaches you how to maintain your posture throughout your swing. Feel 
your weight move in to your trail heel in the back swing and lead heel in your through swing. 
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